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Interpretation of  the Cosmic Ray
Positron and Antiproton Fluxes

10 years  ago  PAMELA  presented  
evidence  for  the “Positron Anomaly"
what do we  understand now ? 



Measurements of  
at the Earth:

 protons+ nuclei

 electrons 

 anti-particles

 Cosmic Rays



We are leaving a “Golden Age”
for High Energy Astrophysics 

….  and I'm very glad to fnally visit  one the
       “fundamental sites” that  generated this
         ongoing revolution  

New extraordinary
astrophysical “beasts”
are discovered 





 Cosmic Rays
 measure  a space
 and time average 
 of  the source emissions,
 distorted by propagation 

 A “local fog” 
 that is a terrible nuisance
 but also  carries
 very valuable information
About high energy sources 



High Energy CR fux  (Indirect  Shower  Observations) 

100 TeV

 Galactic
 extraGalactic
 transition 

Very High Energy



CREAM p data

 angle averaged difuse Galactic gamma ray  fux  (Fermi) 

AMS02 



CREAM p data

striking results 4 spectra
have approximately
the same slope Soft electron spectrum



4 spectra
have approximately
the same slope 

Spectral features
(need  explanations)



“striking” 
  qualitative features
  that “call out”
  for an explanation

[A]  Proton and electron spectra are  very diferent.
     [a1]   much smaller e- fux
     [a2]   much  softer   electron fux 
     [a3]  evident  “break”at 1 TeV  in the
             (e+ + e-)  spectrum

[B]  positron  and antiproton for (E> 30 GeV)
      have the  same power law behavior  
      and  difer by a factor 2  (of order unity)

4 spectra
have approximately
the same slope 



All electron 
spectrum

Understanding this  spectral  structure is crucial

Remarkable discovery
of Cherenkov telescopes



PAMELA
detector

Launch  
15th  june 2006

Summer 2008:
presentation of the
“positron anomaly”

[Nature 2009]

 Evidence for DM ?
  
 Positron accelerators ?



Prediction

DATA



10  years  with the “positron  anomaly"

Great  excitement !

[…..]



“Paparazzi physicists”  (is this ethical ?)

First (Dark Matter)  interpretation
of the result  published on “stolen data”

Now:    approaching 2000 (1965 now) citations (SPIRES)
            Problem  still open  (and of  critical importance)



Example of  (one of many) 
Dark Matter  interpretations
(Marco Cirelli  Ricap-2014)

Note:
Crucial role of
“background calculation"



Example of 
Dark Matter  interpretation
(Marco Cirelli  Ricap-2014)

Note:
Crucial role of
“background calculation"

  
   Note:
   in these interpretations 
   at high energy 
   Positrons (that are 
    generated by a “new source”)
   and Antiprotons have
   completely diferent  origin

   Their similarity in spectrum is
    only a coincidence.



“Conventional  mechanism”
for the production of positrons and antiprotons:

Creation  of  secondaries in  the inelastic  hadronic  interactions
 of cosmic rays  in the interstellar medium

 “Standard mechanism”
  for the generation of  
  positrons  and 
  anti-protons
 
 Dominant  mechanism 
 for  the generation of 
 high energy
 gamma rays

intimately  connected



Straightforward  [hadronic physics] exercise:

[1]  Take  spectra of cosmic rays (protons + nuclei)  observed at the Earth

[2]   Make them interact in the local  interstellar  medium (pp, p-He,  He-p,...) 

[3]  Compute the   rate of production  of secondaries



“Local”  Rate of production of  secondaries 

Diferent low  energy behaviors 
  (low energy antiproton
  production suppressed)

 Power Law  behavior 
 at high energy



Secondary spectra

Scaling behavior



 Local production
 rates of secondaries 

 Observed fuxes

“striking”
 similarity



 Local production
 rates of secondaries 

 Observed fuxes

“striking”
 similarity



The ratio positron/antiproton 
Local source (secondary production)
(within systematic uncertainties) 
is equal to the ratio   of the observed  fuxes 

 Does this  result has a 
“natural explanation”  ?  



There is a  simple,  natural  interpretation that
“leaps out of the slide” :

1.  The “standard mechanism of secondary production
     is the main  source  of the antiparticles 
     (and of the gamma rays)

2. Cosmic rays in the Galaxy   (that generate  the 
     antiparticles  and  the photons)  have   spectra
     similar to what is observed at the Earth.

3.   The Galactic propagation  efects for
     positrons and antiprotons are approximately equal
 

4.   The propagation efects  have only 
      a  weak   energy dependence.



The Logic of the discussion on the positron fux: 

Flux of  particle type j is the source spectrum
“distorted” by propagation efect.

Apply to positrons:

DATA model model
 New source
 of positrons 
 (DM, pulsars,...)



Phenomenological observation

“Natural” explanation 
Conventional scenario
Positrons have
an “energy loss sink”

Meaningless (but strange) 
numerical  coincidence



 Distortion of the source 
 spectra created
 by propagation

 Weak  energy dependence of the propagation efects ! 



 I'm asking for
 independent  confrmations
 of the calculation of the
 positron/antiproton ratio
 at production

 Hadronic  Interactions
 modeling uncertainties

For High Energy
Astrophysics
very desirable to
improve our
understanding of
hadronic interactions



Two   crucial  problems  emerge :

[1.]  The energy dependence of the propagation
       efects is  signifcantly smaller  than expectations
        [based on the B/C ratio] 
         [theoretically motivated] 

[2.]  The propagation efects for  positrons and 
        antiprotons are approximately equal.

         Is this  possible ?

Rates of energy losses for
positrons and antiprotons
difer by many orders of magnitude

 Problem 
 also for antiprotons !



Formation of the Galactic Cosmic Ray  spectra
(for each  particle type)
three  elements are of fundamental importance:

1. Source spectrum

2.  Magnetic confnement
      (CR residence time)

3.   Energy losses  
      (synchrotron + Compton scattering+ ….)

[4.   hadronic + other interactions ]



Main “sink” 
for Galactic cosmic rays 
is escape from the Galaxy.

Model the magnetic efects
as difusion 
“in analogy with neutrons”

Brief  historical note:  References

Contemporary implementations:
[Galprop, Dragon, ….]

“Classic reference”



Energy Loss: main mechanisms

Synchrotron radiation
Compton scattering       
strongly depend on the particle mass  

Characteristic time
for energy loss

quadratic in energy

Energy losses
can be the main
“sink” for e+/e-  CR

or be negligible 
 
depending on  the
residence time of the 
particles in the Galaxy



Rate of Energy Loss   depends on the
energy density in  magnetic  feld  and  radiation
(and therefore is a function of position)

 Average  value for the
 particle  confnement volume 



Simplest  model  to   describe  Cosmic Rays
in the Galaxy: the “LEAKY  BOX”

 [No space variables.  The Galaxy is considered
 as one single homogeneous volume (or  point)]

Equation that    describe the CR Galactic  population

Three functions of energy/rigidity
defne completely  the model  for   one  particle  type 

Source  spectrum  (stationary)

Escape time

Rate of energy loss



Stationary solution  for
the Leaky Box  model:

Critical  energy 

 Energy losses 
 negligible

 Energy losses 
 dominant



Spectral  feature:



Exact 
solution:



 Difusion Model (“minimal version”)

Galaxy  modeled as
a homogeneous slab 
of  a  “difusive medium”
with 2 absorption surfaces  

Model  specifed by H
+ 3 functions 

[stationary, thin (plane) source]



Stationary solution  for the model
can be easily calculated

 Energy losses 
 negligible

 Energy losses 
 dominant



Imprint of  the energy losses  on   the spectral index



The point :
The efects of  energy loss  during the propagation of
electrons and positrons should  leave an “imprint”  on
the spectra: a softening feature.

The characteristic energy 
of the softening  has a  simple  physical  meaning:
(in good approximation)  it is the energy
where the Loss-Time  is  equal to the Escape Time
(or age) of the cosmic rays. 

Identifcation  of 
corresponds to a measurement of the CR residence time 

Where is  the energy loss softening feature ?



Electron and Positron
spectra 

Where are the imprints  of energy losses ?

 Use the lepton spectra
 as a “cosmic ray clocks”



Electron and Positron fuxes

Fits: power laws + 
 Solar modulations  (FFA (Force Field) approximation)
 + hardening around 30 GeV  

 very smooth
 spectra



Fit = 

  FFA Solar
  Modulations
   (1.44GeV)]

It is (in my view)  difcult to accommodate a 
softening feature in the spectrum below 500 GeV

“hide the feature at low energy" “push it to high  energy"



Possible (and “natural”)  choice: identifcation of the 
sharp softening  observed  by the Cherenkov telescopes
in the spectrum of                as the  critical energy 

Range depends  on volume
 of confnement

Propagation of
positrons and antiprotons 
is approximately equal for 



Measurements
of Beryllium 10

Direct measurement of  the cosmic ray “age”
unstable isotope Beryllium-10.

Compare with 
fux of stable  isotopes

Decay suppression:
infer  residence time

Estimate of suppression
in original paper



Single  age
  for  CR:

Distribution of ages

Extracting                  from

is in  general  model dependent
[depends on the   distribution of the  age] 



Work of 

[Leaky Box  framework]

Result  reinterpreted with
longer lifetimes in diferent 
frameworks

Much smaller sensitivity
to the modeling “theory”

 very important
 to confrm !



 diferent
 models



Proton versus  electron  

Acceleration in sources

Cosmic Ray generation

Problem of central importance in High Energy Astrophysics



If: positrons and antiprotons  have equal
     propagation properties.

Then:  also electron and protons  have also the same
           propagation  properties 

But  then:

why are  the electron the proton  spectra
so diferent  from each other  ?!

The  e/p  diference
must be  generated
by the sources



Interstellar 
space

Source

Source
halo

Scheme of a source

accelerator



Primary Cosmic  Rays:

understand the Accelerators

Nearly  certainly  the accelerators  are   transients 

A single  accelerator

(Accelerator  is  born)

(Accelerator  “disappears”) 

Integrating   over its  entire lifetime, the Accelerator
“releases”  in interstellar space  populations of  relativistic
Particles.

, ….



During its  lifetime,

the accelerator is  a  gamma ray and neutrino emitter 

Infer the populations of relativistic  particles
inside  (or near)  the accelerators:

Far from trivial to relate this information
to the CR  spectra  released in interstellar  space



“Secondary Nuclei” Li, Be, B

Rare nuclei  created in the fragmentation of 
primary (directly accelerated)  more massive nuclei

Some examples: 

…........

 “grammage" 
  traversed 
  by the nuclei

AMS02
data



Interpretation in terms of  Column density

[Assuming that the column  density is  accumulated
during propagation in interstellar space]

Approximation
of constant  fragmentation
cross sections

 



Residence time    inferred   from  B/C  ratio
assuming that the column density crossed by
the nuclei is accumulated in  interstellar space

is inconsistent  [as it is too long]  
with  the  hypothesis that the energy losses of
are  negligibly small.

Possible  solutions

1. [Energy dependence of fragmentation  Cross sections]

2.  Most of  the column  density inferred from the B/C ratio
      is integrated  not in interstellar space 
      but inside or in the envelope of the sources 
      [Cowsik and collaborators]



brings us to a “Crossroad”
in our studies of Cosmic Rays

The  observations  of the anti-particle fuxes  

electrons
positrons

protons
antiprotons

Diferent propagation  properties for 
 

Propagation properties
in the Milky Way

[A]   “Conventional  Scenario”

[B]   “Alternative  Scenario”

Equal propagation  properties for 
 



 Conventional  propagation scenario:

A1.  Very long lifetime  for cosmic rays 

A2.   Diference  between electron and proton spectra
         shaped by propagation efects

A3.   New  hard source of positrons  is required 

A4.   Secondary nuclei generated in interstellar space

 Alternative propagation scenario:

B1.  Short  lifetime  for cosmic rays 

B2.   Diference  between electron and proton spectra
         generated in the accelerators

B3.   antiprotons and positrons of secondary origin

B4.   Most secondary nuclei generated in/close to accelerators 



How can one  discriminate between
the  two scenarios  ?

1.  Extend  measurements of e+- spectra
     Diferent cutofs  can confrm the conventional picture

2.  Extend  measurements of secondary nuclei
     [B, Be, Li].   Look for signatures of 
     nuclear fragmentation inside/near the accelerators.

3. Study  the space and energy  distributions
    of the relativistic e+-  in the Milky Way 
    [from the  analysis of difuse Galactic gamma ray fux]

4.   Develop an understanding of the CR sources  
     Study the populations of e- and p  in  young SNR
     (assuming that they are  the main sources of CR)



Electrons  and
Positrons  both have 
a softening
at energy   500 – 1000 TeV.

Determining accurately
the shapes of
the two spectra is crucial



 Conclusions:

An understanding of the origin of the 
positron and antiproton fuxes
is of central importance for High Energy Astrophysics.

This problem  touches  the
“cornerstones”  of  the feld
and it has  profound and broad implications

Discovery of Dark Matter !!?
Possible antiparticle accelerators
Spectra (e and p)  released by CR accelerators,
Fundamental properties of  CR Galactic propagation

Crucial  crossroad for the feld.
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